
Nichole has been an integral part of the industry
wholesaling Czech glass since the year 2000. She 
has produced some of the world’s most notable 
styles and colors of beads. Nichole loves the infinite 
possibilities using the bead color pale�e to create 
wearable works of art. The introduction of TOHO 
brand seed beads into her work has given new
dimension to designing with Czech glass.

Silver Star

QUICK COMPONENT FOR A SIMPLE SET
This CzechMates Triangle pa�ern makes a star design 
that can be easily used as an earring, bracelet, or even 
a small holiday ornament. Make two stars for a pair of 
earrings and ten stars for a bracelet.

MATERIALS  (per star)

4  CzechMates® Triangles, Color 1 (Tri1)
4  CzechMates® Triangles, Color B (Tri2)
4  Round or Firepolish 3mm (RB3)
1  Round Bead 6mm (RB6)
15º TOHO Round Seed Beads (SB15)
11º TOHO Round Seed Beads (SB11)
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Each star is approximately 3/4 inch.

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Step 5—Back sideStep 3 Join stars to make a braceletStep 4

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add a stop bead to 3ft of thread. Pick up Tri1-Left, SB15, SB11, 

SB15. Go through the second hole of Tri1, pick up Tri2-Right, 
SB15, SB11, SB15. Go through the second hole of Tri2. Repeat 
three times until all eight Triangles are added.

2. Pass through the left hole of the first Tri1, labeled A [see 
diagram]. Continue passing through SB15, SB11, SB15, the 
second hole of Triangle A, the first hole of Triangle B , SB15, 
SB11. Remove stop bead and tie off the tail.

3. Going clockwise, pick up SB15, RB3, SB15, pass through SB11. 
Repeat for all a total of four RB. 

4. After the last RB is added, pass  through the lower SB15 (added 
in Step 1) and Tri2 so that the thread is coming out between the 
layers of Triangles toward the inside of the star. Pick up RB6. 
Pass the needle down through the Tri1-L on the opposite side of  
to come out the back of the star. Pass through SB15, SB11.

5. Going clockwise, pick up SB11, pass through the adjacent SB11. 
Repeat three times. Tie off.  Repeat all steps for the desired 
number of stars.

6. To create a bracelet using a star as a clasp, stitch 10 stars 
together as shown, then add a loop of 42 size 15º seed beads 
to one of the ends. 

Arrange the 
Triangles on your 

mat with the point 
facing up to quickly 
identify the holes.
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COLORWAYS Silver: 371-06-27000, 371-06-P29403, 5-03-25001, 5-06-27000, TR-11-21F, 
TR-15-21. Green: 371-06-29267, 371-06-79051, 5-03-2006, 5-06-79051, TR-11-221, TR-15-221. 
Blue: 371-06-P29263, 371-06-P29270, 5-03-2006, 5-06-79080, TR-11-221, TR-15-221. Red: 
371-06-P29408, 371-06-P29270, 1-03-94100, 5-06-79080, TR-11-225, TR-15-225.
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